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A few years ago, I was struck by an image of a strip of bacon threaded onto a thin wire like a trapeze . It 1

paralyzed me and the rest of the afternoon I was completely useless. I needed to learn about the 
bacon and learn about the trapeze and understand why they should ever be allowed to go together. 
Why should they ever be allowed to go together? I was introduced to the effects of sodium alginate 
and calcium chloride on various fruit juices. I began designing overly-complex dinners for no one. I 
took a kitchen job  at a busy up-scale East Village restaurant. Why was I hired?  Not a clue.  2 3

  

As excruciating  as the position was (although, having read the books, I wasn’t wholly surprised), when 4

able to observe from a safe distance: how extraordinary! A crowded space of incredible temperature 
with six-to-ten-identically-dressed-sweating-people, hunched over plates of texture-and-taste 
arrangements. Something threatening to boil over a few inches behind you, a dozen rows of things 
warming in the oven, a thing crisping on an open flame. Forms and shapes and scents and sounds 
everywhere. The angle in which the parsley leaf is placed is life or death. Response time determines 
hierarchy. A constant dialogue of half-words and memorized phrases. Extracting cues from the 
cacophony to call back and manifest with precision. The dance is delicate and muscular, the execution 

 Grant Achatz/Alinea: Bacon, butterscotch, apple, thyme1

 There is nothing quite like being a line cook. The physical and mental exhaustion is extreme and real and causes one to walk 2

out into the snow to catch the train after service, ill-dressed for the winter, not able to bear the thought of using coat buttons after 
so many hours between stovetops which leave one’s insides cooked-feeling for hours, sweating into a sweater. On the way to 
work, I would perform long elaborate pep talks over fake phone calls to myself just to make it through the kitchen door.

 On my first day, within the first five minutes, I cut my finger. I had simply never worked with a knife that sharp before. It was 3

almost Thanksgiving and I was given the task of chopping an absurd amount of rainbow carrots. My size-L chef’s jacket kept 
slipping off my shoulders. I barely grazed my finger across the blade, didn’t even feel the cut, and suddenly there was was blood 
running down my hand. Horror. I grabbed the cloth, which I had so unprofessionally used to wrap my knife, and pressed my 
finger into it every few seconds, alternating with the chopping. I had just wound some masking tape around it as inconspicuously 
as possible when the Chef walked in. Realizing I had no pockets for my bloody cloth, I barely managed to stuff it under my armpit 
before Chef approached to shake my hand. If he noticed my finger bleeding through the tape, he said nothing.

 Garde manger, the position I assumed for six weeks, I learned is a tricky one for a number of reasons. As the lowest cook in the 4

kitchen, garde mangers get assigned all the worst jobs like cleaning out the walk-ins, providing mise en place for the other 
cooks, staying late to drain the fryers, cleaning the ovens, and hanging around for an extra 45 minutes after everyone but the 
dish washer has left, on the outside chance that the couple who walked in one minute before closing might decide they want 
dessert. But of course, after sipping on wine for another 30 minutes, the luxuriating couple will announce they don’t want dessert 
after all and the garde manger is now free to bitterly break down their station alone. I was put in charge of six cold dishes, one 
soup, and four desserts. Out of severe focus and fear of blinking lest I miss something, my eyes watered profusely by the end of 
service. The tears are perhaps why the Grill Cook ordered me a glass of white wine one night out of pity, which I gulped down 
too quickly from thirst then promptly lost between stations on my way home. 
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dependent on reflex.  Stay agile, stay fluid, stay laser-focused. It’s a script, consistent in content but 5

changing in chronology and tempo from service to service . Rhythm is as valuable as timing is crucial.  6

  
No recipes float about.  With experience, a dish could be easily identified by the progression of 7

sounds alone. First the chopping, then the sputtering, the spoon on tin bowls, the tossing, the shaking 
of liquid, the scratch or wipe or drip. The score. Multiply this for each station, spinning simultaneously, 
with a watery accompaniment from the dish room, the call-and-response from the six-to-ten-identically-
dressed-sweating-people, and then, hovering slightly above it all, the hum of the house. Sung-through 
with great leaps of light and dark, everyone trying to stay afloat  and push forward and come out on 8

top.  
  
The recipes in this book—although very few actually satisfy the understood aim of a recipe: to provide 
direction for achieving something edible and enjoyable—borrow from the structures of dish and dish 
prep and dining and dinner through a range of disciples quite removed from any culinary world, 
prioritizing aesthetics, organizational strategies, biological processes, and basically everything else 
over gastronomical pleasure.      

The performance, which you may or may not of seen, accompanying this book leans into the 
theatricality (and great absurdity) of a fine dining experience. The random-seeming significance of the 

 I learned to dislike having to share my station with another cook. When I set up my mise en place before service, I thought 5

about the puppeteer I worked with when I first moved to NYC. She would irritate everyone with her precision in positioning each 
string and limb on every puppet, stacking them one on top of anther with profound care.  As necessary as some version of this 
was in order to run a smooth show, she took it to the extreme and I was fascinated.  I thought about her when I positioned my 
spoons in my mise cups at perfect angles and organized each pint container in the perfect order at a perfect distance, so I could 
reach for everything without looking. Organization is everything. When I was the only cook on the station, I could memorize 
exactly where everything was, each distance and angle customized for my own body. 

 I did my best to listen for the names of my dishes shouted out by the expeditor, but they were announced in a foreign short-6

hand and I struggled to recognize them in the line-up.  And the lingo confused me: tasting, split, all day, on the fly. I scribbled 
orders on scraps of paper taped up on the wall to my left and devised a system of laying out plates to keep track of the number 
of things expected of me. With each new dish, the sous-chef would make it once, in a precise swiftness, and then I was expected 
to memorize exactly how to re-produce the dish—the precise amount of Dijon, the exact ratio of olive oil to buttermilk, the correct 
number of cauliflower florets. I scribbled and scribbled. Each dish had a different plate, each plate was kept on a different shelf, 
there were at least three pint containers of drastically different but strikingly identical-looking thick white substances, each 
tempting me with a grave mistake.

 just furious notes on overheard dressing ratio, a set of visual identifications for different types of greens and cheeses, a diagram 7

of the correct order of things for the pass, a few tips on how best to drain the fryer, how to make a smoker out of hotel pans, the 
best technique for wrestling 12 loaves of frozen bread into breadcrumbs, how not to burn the donuts, which sauce-thing goes on 
what.

 I regret throwing away my notes from the restaurant. They were scribbled in sheer desperation and fear, patterned with oil and 8

tartare. I would like to have framed them as evidence of the seemly-impossible, but instead I am left with an unaffordable knife 
which I will, undoubtedly, never again sharpen and a pair of stained kitchen crocs, never to leave my house. Although, I admit, I 
miss nibbling on watermelon radishes, I will not be re-entering the restaurant as a diner anytime soon, as the anxiety will 
outweigh any enjoyment. I pass the building on occasion though and wonder, if I had stayed, if I might be on Fish by now, and 
suddenly I am in the middle of a long pep talk over a fake phone call to myself about fish. 
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time of night in which the table-top candle is lit, the way one dish promises to prepare a diner’s palate 
for the following one, the utensil which is designed for an unbearably specific purpose and is of no use 
otherwise, the fuzzy line between recipe, score, script, and map, stagehands vs. waitstaff, multi-course 
meal vs. concept album. Here, each COURSE takes on a different subject, together making-up a semi-
edible lecture, which is hopefully somewhat informative and occasionally delightful. 


